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Learning spaces



My first teaching space…
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My sole pronunciation technique



My sole pronunciation technique



Pronunciation is not like other skills…
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This had led to some odd approaches…



And some drastic ones…

http://articles.latimes.com/2004/j
an/18/news/adfg-tongue18



And some drastic ones…

http://newsfeed.time.com/2011/08/1
6/lost-in-translation-student-has-
tongue-surgery-to-speak-better-
korean/



Pronunciation: The Cinderella skill? 

https://www.pinterest.com/Beingniki/cin

derella-issues-for-esi/

Audioligualism Designer
methods

CLT Now



A booming area of research



But before we go any further…
Some things that matter for all learning spaces…let’s call this the 
“best practices” part of the talk.



Does it really matter?
•Poor pronunciation can cause 
significant challenges for students who 
need to communicate in English

•Students often want it!

•Pronunciation gets harder to change 
the longer you speak a second language

Why didn’t someone 
tell me these things 

10 years ago‽



Does pronunciation instruction even work?

Yes!



Does pronunciation instruction even work?

Yes!
It is very unlikely that your 
students can lose their 
accents, but they can make 
changes that will make 
their speech easier to 
understand.



Looking at research
Lee, J., Jang, J., & Plonsky, L. (2015). The effectiveness of second language 
pronunciation instruction: A meta-analysis. Applied Linguistics, 36(3): 345-366
• A meta-analysis of 86 separate studies of pronunciation instruction showed that 

pronunciation instruction really does make a difference! 

However….

Birdsong, D. (2006). Age and second language acquisition and processing: A 
selective overview. Language Learning, 56(1), 9-49.
• Age-related constraints show that only very exceptional learners can come close to native-

like accents…and there aren’t any interventions that can overcome this age-related 
constraint. 



Looking at advertising…



Comp, Intelligibility & /Accent
Munro, M. J., & Derwing, T. M. (1995). Foreign accent, comprehensibility, and 
intelligibility in the speech of second language learners. Language 
Learning, 45(1), 73-97.

Comprehensibility Accent



How are the three constructs related?
Accentedness is only partially related to comprehensibility
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Choosing Teaching Priorities

The 
Intelligibility 

Principle

The Nativist 
Principle



What is important to intelligibility? 

Pronunciation

Segmentals
p, s, e, l, o 

Suprasegmentals
Stress, intonation, rhythm, etc. 



So many comprehensibility studies! 
Isaacs, T., & Trofimovich, P. (2012). Deconstructing 
comprehensibility. Studies in Second Language Acquisition, 34(03), 
475-505.

Kang, O., & Moran, M. (2014). Functional Loads of Pronunciation 
Features in Nonnative Speakers' Oral Assessment. TESOL 
Quarterly, 48(1), 176-187.



Comprehensibility is complicated

Speaker’s first Language

(Crowther et al., 2014)

Listener’s first language

(Foote, in press)

Type of speaking task

(Crowther et al., 2014)

Proficiency level of the speaker

(Saito et al, 2016) 

What matters most?



Suprasegmentals 
- A number of studies have shown that suprasegmentals impact 
comprehensibility

- Suprasegmentals can more daunting to teach
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No                   this pen             is mine

stress

stress

unstressed words



Suprasegmentals
-Intonation

-Word stress

-Sentence level stress

-Thought groups

-Focus words

Suprasegmentals 
also convey 

pragmatic meaning



However, context is important
- Some researchers argue that most 
suprasegmentals are less important if you are 
planning to teaching English as Lingua Franca -
(Jenkins, 2002)

- For pronunciation in contexts where English is 
used primarily as a lingua franca, the lingua 
franca core (LFC) was proposed. - (Jenkins, 2000; 
Walker, 2010)



Segmentals

a or e?

pan or pen?

No                    this             pen        is                        mine



Functional Load
Let’s think about individual sounds:
-/θ/ /ð/: how often will mixing these sounds up lead to a possible 
misunderstanding? 
-What about /i/ and /ɪ/? 

The amount of work a sound does to distinguish meaning is called 
its functional load (Catford, 1987)
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016
/09/28/th-sound-to-vanish-from-english-
language-by-2066-because-of-mult/



So in sum…
- Suprasegmentals are really important for comprehensibility 
(though possibly less in lingua franca contexts) and also for 
conveying pragmatic information

- Some segmental  pairs (especially vowels) do a lot more work than 
others for carrying meaing. Focus on those sounds. 



Learning spaces



Learning spaces



What do we need to for successful 
pronunciation training?
- We need to focus on the things that matter to 
intelligibility/comprehensibility

- Noticing the gap (Schmidt, 2001)

- Feedback

- Reasonable expectations

- Accurate information

- A focus on perception and production 



Learning Spaces



How can I help learners outside of class? 



Segmentals

Perception Precedes Production



How you do improve perception?
Traditionally: minimal pairs

vs.



However…
•Research has found that there is a much more effective way to 
improve your perception of sounds.
• High Variability Phonetic Training (HVPT)



Two main principles:

1) It is better to hear many voices instead of just one. 

2) It is better to contrast more than two sounds when you 
practice.



How can I find HVPT for free?
• English Accent Coach
• Free and research based. http://www.englishaccentcoach.com/

http://www.englishaccentcoach.com/


High Variability Phonetic Training



High Variability Phonetic training



What about Suprasegmentals?



Shadowing
•Shadowing is a good activity for practicing many different aspects of 
pronunciation

• It is especially good because it doesn’t require you to remember a lot rules 

◦ All you need is your smart phone and something to listen to



Do learners find it boring? 
“just vocalized repetitions
and only results in meaningless 
parrot-like practice” 

- (Bovee & Stewart, 2009, p. 20)



Do learners find it boring? 

- Students rated it higher at the end of 8 weeks than at the the beginning

- Most really liked it and recommended it to friends 

- Using a recorder was really helpful for drawing their attention to errors

“just vocalized repetitions
and only results in meaningless 
parrot-like practice” 

- (Bovee & Stewart, 2009, p. 20)



Shadowing

Title: Why can’t Sheldon lie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKBc_Y2FibM

Leonard: Listen, I have to kinda sneak out for a while.

Sheldon: All right, goodbye.

Leonard: No, wait! If anyone asks you where I went, you don’t know.

Sheldon: Where are you going?

Leonard: I can’t tell you that.

Sheldon: Who would ask me?

Leonard: I can’t tell you that, either.

Sheldon: So you brought me in here to inform me that you can’t tell me where 
you’re going and you can’t tell me who might ask?

Leonard: Yeah, I really didn’t think this through.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKBc_Y2FibM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKBc_Y2FibM


Dubbing a TED Talk 



Working collaboratively outside of class



Collaborating on pronunciation online



Collaborating on pronunciation online

http://www.videonot.es/edit/0B4RhdJoxaEuTTFhab21YVXhiZ00


Using shared folders works as well



Learning about pronunciation



Learning about pronunciation



Learning about pronunciation



https://youglish.com/search/Halifax/us


Learning about pronunciation



Sounds of Speech: Iowa Speech Lab



It is easy to find inaccurate information…



For teachers
www.pronunciationforteachers.com



In Class



What do we need to for successful 
pronunciation training?
- We need to focus on the things that matter to 
intelligibility/comprehensibility

- Noticing the gap (Schmidt, 2001)

- Feedback

- Reasonable expectations

- Accurate information

- A focus on perception and production 



In Class

What types of feedback is a computer poor at giving?



In class
- Teachers can give much better feedback on production.

Workshop 
plug! 



In Class
- Teachers can help learners manage their expectations and stay 
motivated even when they struggling.



Good activities for in class
- Peer feedback groups and assignments with performance aspects.

- You can have students bring recording made outside of class and 
analyze them in groups. 

- Suprasegmentals are often a better focus for in class activities 
because they are more likely to help a larger number of learners. 



Or…if you are short on time



Or…if you are short on time



Thank you
jfoote@ualberta.ca


